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ABSTRACT:
This article shows the results obtained in the three dimensional survey of the church of Santa Maria of Castrelos realized through a
terrestrial Laser Scanner. The Church of Santa Maria of Castrelos, which was built in the early thirteenth century, is located in Vigo
Spain. It is a Romanesque style church with a nave and semicircular apse with three gates decorated with rosettes and typically
Romanesque geometrical figures. The survey was conducted by the laboratory of Close Range Photogrammetry of Natural Resources
Department, Mining School, at University of Vigo - Spain, jointly with the Geomatics Department, Federal University of Parana Brazil. This work explores the use of laser scanning for the surveying, three-dimensional modeling and documentation of historical
monuments but also the generation of quoted plans and cross sections of this Romanesque church in the city of Vigo. The resolution
of point clouds used to obtain the models varied according to need. Namely, the point cloud used for three-dimensional model for
the general external and internal church was used with an approximate step width of 10 cm, while 5 cm and 1 cm step widths were
used for details of geometric figures and rosettes. The results of both the three-dimensional model and the plans and sections are in
accordance with the specifications and scales of representation usually used in conventional surveys of historic monuments
recommended in the specialized literature in the area. The objective of this study is showing the potential of the use of terrestrial
laser scanner in the documentation of historical heritage through achieving the 3D model by joining external and internal point
clouds and the generation of planes and sections of the church of Santa Maria of Castrelos, Vigo.

1. INTRODUCTION

Romanesque geometrical figures. The figure 1 shows the Santa
Maria of Castrelos church.

1.1 General Instructions
Surveying the cultural heritage is very important to document
the natural, historical and touristic heritage and connect the past
and the future for any nation. There are many methods for the
documentation of the cultural heritage, like traditional manual
measurement, topographical, Photogrammetric and Laser
scanning methods.
In recent years, with the use of laser scanning technology for
Photogrammetric applications thousands of points on objects
surface are obtained with less effort in terms of time and cost
than required for three dimensional measurements based on
classic methods.
In this study, the potential of the use of terrestrial laser scanner
in the documentation of historical heritage is shown, both for
3D modeling of joint external and internal point clouds as well
as for generation of planes and sections of the church of Santa
Maria of Castrelos, Vigo.

Figure1 Santa Maria of Castrelos Church.

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD

2.2 Terrestrial Laser Scanner Riegl-390i

2.1 Santa Maria de Castrelos Church
The Church of Santa Maria of Castrelos, which was built in the
early thirteenth century, is located in Vigo Spain. It is a
Romanesque style church with a nave and semicircular apse
with three gates decorated with rosettes and typically

This scanner is based on the time-of-flight (TOF) principle and
has a laser source that emits pulses with a wavelength of 1500
nm. This device measures distances in the range of 1.5 to 400 m
with an accuracy rating of 6 mm at a distance of 50 m in normal
conditions of illumination and reflectivity. The Riegl 390i is an
hybrid laser: this means that the scanning is unrestricted in the
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horizontal movement with a 360 deg field of view (HFOV) and
has a restricted vertical field of view (VFOV) of 80deg. Some
technical data from Riegl specifications are shown in table 1.
The minimum and maximum angular resolution is 0.2 ° and
0.002 °, respectively. The maximum measuring point rate is
11,000 points per second. The beam divergence is 0.3 mrad,
equivalent to 30 mm per each 100 m range. The intensity of the
signal received by the sensor system is written in 8 bits [0 255].
Table 1: Some technical especifications of Riegl LMS-390i are
sumarized.
Metrology method

Time of flight

Max angular resolution

0.002 (deg)

Measurement range

1.5m - 400m

Accuracy

6 mm (one sigma @ 50m)

Repeatability

4 mm (one sigma @ 50m)

tiepoints (targets), tieobjects (planes, points…) defined by the
user and polydata objects. These polydata objects are a reduced
version of the original point clouds: the ICP algorithm could be
very slow when using dense point clouds; to speed up the
process, the number of points is reduced by representing them
by planes. Once the registration is performed, a registration of
the different scanpositions is obtained with a standard deviation
of 4.9 mm. Figure 3 shows the graphic of the standard
deviations.

Figure3. Standard deviation of the different scan positions
Laser beam divergence
(full angle,
value)

typ. 0.3 mrad

Inclination
precision

0.05 (deg)

sensors

The three dimensional models obtained with the inner and outer
scanning are shown in figure 4.

3. RESULTS
Both inner and the outer surface of Santa Maria de Castrelos
were scanned from different points of view. All measurements
were matched in Riscan Pro software. Figure 2 shows the
different positions of scanner stations.

Figure 4. The dimensional model
A number of cross sections were performed in the three
dimensional model and exported in dxf format (Drawing
Exchange Format) to be used in a CAD system (Computer
Aided Design). Next figures show the results of the cross
sections made on the three dimensional model. Figure 5 shows
the floor plan and figure 6 shows this cross section in a CAD
system with dimensions quoted.
Figure 2 Different scan positions
For the registration of the different point clouds, a Multi Station
Adjustment (MSA) procedure is used. MSA is based in the
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm and takes into account
the available information about each scanposition, such as
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Another views obtained on the North – South direction are
shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 refers to the point cloud
and figure 10 is the results of processing and quotation in Cad
system.

Figure 5. Section of floor plan

Figure 9. Cross section side view N – S.
Figure 6. Section of floor plan in a CAD system
Moreover, figure 7 and figure 8 show another cross section in a
side view (E-W) as exported by Laser Scanning software and
CAD quotation, respectively

Figure 10. Cross section side view N – S in CAD system.
4. CONCLUSION

Figure 7. Cross section side view E – W

Cultural heritage may be damaged by many factors. Therefore,
heritage inventory and documentation has become essential for
information and heritage protection. Restoration in case of
damage may be improved through documentation by
information systems. This study shows that laser scanning
techniques can be applied to obtain a three dimensional model
(3D) and to extract cross section of cultural heritage. Laser
scanning techniques result in complete and accurate geometric
models that are obtained with less effort in terms of time than
measurement technique based on the classic methods. As a
result of this work, the church of Santa Maria of Castrelos, Vigo
was modeled and digitally archived.
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Figure 8. Cross section side view E – W in a CAD system.
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